
This is Veikko Latvala's "biography" from his facebook page, put through Google translate. From about the 

time he founded Ductor with Ari Ketola. 

Source: https://fi-fi.facebook.com/pg/veikkolatvala/about/ 
 

"In 1991, when Veikko Latvala was 50, he saw a green-brown and silver-edged light wheel 

spinning at a sluggish pace outside a tree trunk and heard three knocks, and the voice said, "Father 

Son Holy Spirit." Since then, Veikko Latvala has had the grace to know things in a supernatural 

way. 

 

In the early 2000s, God unexpectedly told him to take a pen in his hand to start writing what he 

was told. It was then that the contents of the book *The Holy Revelations of Jesus, the Coming of 

Life* were dictated. “It was very strange, because if the phone rang and I answered it, or if it had 

been many days of other chores, dictation began just about where it had broken,” Latvala recalls 

his experiences. "Every word had to be written exactly as it was given. 

 

In November 2008, the book of *Holy Revelation* was published. God even ordained the color of 

the book cover. At the same time, God informed Veikko Latvala that He was still dictating a book 

of poetry, which is due to be published in spring 2009. This was also the case. 

 

Veikko Latvala considers the book *Holy Wisdom, Poetic Thoughts* even more valuable than the 

previous book, because the poem contains a lot of important advice for a happier life and is 

therefore necessary for modern people who do not feel real happiness and love. 

 

"Lack of love is the cause of human suffering. Goodness, or good will for other people, is lost. That 

is why our God wants to awaken people to live in Truth and be gentle with fellow human beings," 

says Veikko Latvala. 

 

God has dictated the book of Sacred Revelation because people would not believe in false beliefs 

about Jesus and the lives of his family. "It has been claimed that Jesus had brothers and sisters, but 

that is not the case. Jesus was not born at Christmas either, but at the beginning of our time on 

October 16.", Latvala explains. The erroneous information comes from the decision of the church 

assembly, in which the date of Jesus' birth was calculated 9 months after the date of Mary's 

revelation on March 25, "Latvala explains. 

 

Written prophecy information has been dictated to enlightened people in the past. In the 18th 

century, for example, Sweden was influenced by the mystic Emanuel Swedenborg, whose number 

of prophetic texts on Bible interpretations is very extensive. In the 16th century, the Spanish John 

the Cross wrote, among other things, the dictation of his famous work Dark Night. There were 

several books by prophets in the 13th and 14th centuries, including the Spanish Ramon Llull and 

the German Master Echart. In the 12th century, the German mysticist Hildegard Bingen, who is 

also recognized as the founder of gynecology. 

 

Grace higher than the Prophet is given only to the Holy Man, who has not only knowledge but 

also the grace of the Healer. "There are only such people once in 2,000 years," Latvala points out. 

"Then the world is out of Love. God raises the Healer so that people can understand that God is 

still with people, and that Truth is not altered by any belief, doubt, or denial for anything else." 

https://fi-fi.facebook.com/pg/veikkolatvala/about/


 

 
Veikko Latvala's prophecy works: 
 
Sacred Revelations on Jesus, Life, the Future (2008) 
Sacred Wisdom, Poetic Thoughts (2009) 
 
Personal information 
 
Healer and Knower (prophecy). Helping people with the power of the Truth of Jesus Christ, 
making e.g. migraines, back pain, cancer or other diseases get better. Veikko Latvala says: "When 
Jesus Christ comes, the person will be healed." 
 


